Cliquidity Motivation Assessment
Brief report for Michael Sample
Date of assessment: 16 October 2017 Report ID: 5894953444048896
The Cliquidity Motivation Assessment report provides descriptions of the dynamics involved in how your energy is directed to achieve
certain goals. Motivation, as defined in this report, involved needs, motive, desires, behaviour, and awareness. This may be
physiologically, psychologically or culturally based and may vary in terms of focus and intensity.
These results are confidential. Cliquidity will not share them with anyone without your permission.

1. Life Script
The life script is a theme that reflects your general patterns of behaviour, which is organised around your identityrelated goals and purposes.

Intentional
You are likely to:

• be future-orientated and show a sense of purpose and focus
• visualise your own goals and integrate them into your own identity
• be individualistic and independent-minded
• appreciate energy, clarity and goal-directedness
• not easily get side-tracked by problems / circumstances
• be resilient, performance-driven, influential and committed
• show self-discipline and good self-management
• be rigorous and controlling at times
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2. Motivation (Head, Heart and Feet)
Your motivation in life, work and relationships is evaluated in terms of how detailed you are, how much energy
you invest and how much control you exercise.
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intuitive / holistic
May be reserved, tired
or unemotional
May follow rather than
lead
May display some
self-doubt
Dissatisfied with own
control
May currently feel
demotivated
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3. Dynamic Personality Patterns (The Enneagram)
The Enneagram indicates the core drivers of behaviour as one of nine patterns by focusing on how people have
adapted to the world when they do not feel accepted, secure or in control.

Type 5: The Investigator
I want to know, understand and be left alone.
You are likely to:

• be investigative and have a variety of interests
• observe, reflect and research to understand proactively
• be perceptive, mentally alert and can concentrate well
• identify strongly with your thoughts, be cerebral and possibly innovative and open-minded
• seek privacy and isolation at times, which arises from a need for intellectual independence
• challenge conventional wisdom and be idiosyncratic
• spend time on model-building, preparing, exploring information, practicing and intellectualising
• not be particularly trusting and may expect others to be unreliable and lack insight
• avoid what you regard as excessive emotionality and may become socially withdrawn or detached from
deep emotional connections

Associated development areas include that you may:
- become emotionally or socially isolated or detached
- tend to avoid intrusive emotionality
- frustrate others that are emotionally needy

Disclaimer
This report was generated electronically by Cognadev Chemistry Ltd. Due consideration should be given to the
subjective nature of the interpretation and application of the results. Cognadev Chemistry Ltd accepts no liability,
of any kind, for the consequences of the use of this report.
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